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a b s t r a c t
Chromatic scheduling polytopes arise as solution sets of the bandwidth allocation
problem in certain radio access networks, which supply wireless access to voice/data
communication for customerswith fixed antennas and individual demands. This problem is
NP -complete and, moreover, does not admit polynomial-time approximation algorithms
with a fixed quality guarantee. As algorithms based on cutting planes have shown to be
successful for many other combinatorial optimization problems, our goal is to apply such
methods to the bandwidth allocation problem. To gain the required knowledge on the
associated polytopes, the present paper contributes by considering three new classes of
valid inequalities based on cycles in the interference graph.We discuss in which cases they
define facets and explore the associated separation problems, showing that two of them
are solvable in polynomial time.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The purpose of a point-to-multipoint radio access system (PMP-system) is to supply wireless access to voice/data
communication networks. Base stations provide the access points to the backbone network and customer terminals are
linked to the base stations bymeans of radio signals. Opposed to cellular phone networks, each customer is provided a fixed
antenna and is assigned to a certain sector of a base station (see Fig. 1(a)).
The customers have individual communication demands of consecutive channels, hence the task is to assign frequency
intervals (see Fig. 1(c)). Tomaintain the links, some specific part of the radio frequency spectrumhas to be used. This typically
causes capacity problems and, therefore, it is necessary to reuse frequencies.
However, a link connecting a customer terminal and a base stationmay be subject to interference from another link using
the same frequency: this applies to customers belonging to the same sector (since they are served by the same antenna) and
to some links of customers from different sectors (due to power and direction of the transmitted signals), see Fig. 1(b).
The bandwidth allocation problem in PMP-systems (BAP) has to be solved in order to guarantee an interference-free
communication. The goal is to assign a frequency interval within the available radio frequency spectrum to each customer
(see Fig. 1c), taking into account the individual communication demands and possible interference.
More formally, the input of this problem is given as follows. Let T = {t1, . . . , tn} be the set of all customer terminals,
S = {S1, . . . , Sk} be a partition of T into sectors, and d = (d1, . . . , dn) be the vector of communication demands indicating
that customer ti ∈ T has demand di ∈ Z. Additionally,wehave a setEX of unordered pairs (ti, tj) corresponding to interfering
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(a) Sectorization. (b) Graph. (c) Frequency plan.
Fig. 1. Bandwidth allocation in Point-to-Multipoint radio access systems.
terminals in different sectors. We represent this setting by aweighted interference graph (G, d)with G = (V , E, S), where the
node set V stands for the customer terminals, the edge set E for pairs of interfering customers (including edges between any
two terminals in the same sector), and S for the partition of the customer terminals into sectors. Finally, the node weights
d represent the communication demands. Throughout this paper, we denote by n = |V | resp.m = |E| the number of nodes
resp. edges of G.
In base stations, oscillators provide the different frequencies — with a possible difference ∆ to the required frequency.
Thus, between the frequency intervals of possibly interfering links (ti, tj) ∈ EX in different sectors, a guard distance g = 2∆
has to be obeyed. Finally, we have the available radio frequency spectrum [0, s]with s ∈ Zwhere all the frequency intervals
have to be placed in. Therefore, the problem input consists of the quadruple (G, d, s, g).
The desired output is an assignment of an interval I(i) = [li, ri] ⊆ [0, s] with li, ri ∈ Z to each customer such that
ri − li ≥ di holds for each ti ∈ T and
max{li, lj} −min{ri, rj} ≥ δij :=
{
0 if ti and tj are in the same sector
g if (ti, tj) ∈ EX
for every pair of interfering customers ti, tj ∈ T . For g = 0, the problem can be seen as a chromatic scheduling problem [4]
or a consecutive coloring problem [5] on aweighted graph, and corresponds to the ordinary graph coloring problem if d = 1
holds in addition, where 1 = (1, . . . , 1)T.
Note that the interval I(i) = [li, ri] assigned to the customer imay have ri − li > di, i.e., the customer imay get a higher
bandwidth than its demand. Since the company operating the PMP-system must usually buy a license to use the available
spectrum [0, s], then such a bandwidth upgrade can be performed at no cost and will result in a better service level.
Small instances of the bandwidth allocation problem could be handled by greedy-like heuristics [2], but in order to tackle
problem sizes of realworld applications, algorithms relying on a deeper insight of the problem structure have to be designed.
The polyhedral approach, consisting of an in-depth investigation of polytopes associated with a combinatorial structure and
the application of linear programming based cutting plane techniques, has been very successful in recent years. To apply
such methods to the bandwidth allocation problem, the convex hull of the incidence vectors of all feasible solutions has to
be studied.
In order to represent a solution, we use a vector
(l, r, x)T = (l1, . . . , ln, r1, . . . , rn, x1, . . . , xm)T
where, for all nodes i ∈ V , li and ri stand for the interval bounds and, for all edges ij ∈ E, i < j, xij ∈ {0, 1} represents an
ordering variable with xij = 1 if and only if ri ≤ lj (note that we use the notation ij as a shorthand for {i, j} ∈ E). It is indeed
necessary to introduce the latter variables as the convex hull of the solutions represented only by the interval bounds may
contain infeasible integer points [12].
A feasible solution is an assignment of values to li, ri ∀i ∈ V and xij ∀ij ∈ E, i < j, such that the following inequalities are
satisfied:
di ≤ ri − li ∀i ∈ V . (1)
0 ≤ li ∀i ∈ V . (2)
ri ≤ s ∀i ∈ V . (3)
ri + δij ≤ lj + s(1− xij) ∀ij ∈ E, i < j. (4)
rj + δij ≤ li + sxij ∀ij ∈ E, i < j. (5)
xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀ij ∈ E, i < j. (6)
li, ri ∈ Z ∀i ∈ V . (7)
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The constraints (1)–(3) assert that each interval satisfies its demand and fits within the available spectrum, inequalities
(4) and (5) realize antiparallelity by preventing interfering pairs of intervals from overlapping, and (6) resp. (7) force the
x-variables to be binary resp. the interval bounds to be integral. Throughout this paper, for ij ∈ E, i < j, we introduce
xji = 1− xij as a notational convenience.
Definition 1 (Chromatic Scheduling Polytope). Let (G, d) be a weighted graph with node weights d, let s be the allowed
makespan and g be the guard distance. The chromatic scheduling polytope P(G, d, s, g) ⊆ R2n+m is defined as the convex
hull of all integer solutions (l, r, x) ∈ R2n+m satisfying constraints (1)–(7).
Chromatic scheduling polytopes are empty if the frequency span s is too small and pass through several stages
as s increases: from a nonempty but low-dimensional stage to full-dimensionality and, finally, to a combinatorially
steady state [11,12]. We define smin(G, d, g) to be the minimum frequency span s such that P(G, d, s, g) is nonempty
(i.e., P(G, d, s, g) 6= ∅ if and only if s ≥ smin(G, d, g)). If s ≥ smin(G, d, g) + maxij∈E(di + dj) + 2g , then P(G, d, s, g) is
full-dimensional [12].
Several classes of facet-inducing inequalities of chromatic scheduling polytopes are known, the most prominent arising
from strengthenings of the interval bounds (2) and the antiparallelity constraints (4)–(5). These inequalities involve the
interaction of one to four vertices with a clique in the interference graph [11,13]. In this paper we explore facet-inducing
inequalities of chromatic scheduling polytopes based on cycles in the interference graph, andwe address the computational
complexity of the associated separation problems. Let PLP(G, d, s, g) denote the linear relaxation of the integer programming
formulation for P(G, d, s, g), i.e., the polytope defined by constraints (1)–(5).
Problem 1 (Separation Problem for Inequality Class C). Given a point z = (l, r, x) ∈ PLP(G, d, s, g), decide whether z violates
some inequality in C or not.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a simple class of facets involving the ordering variables on the edges
of a cycle, and Section 3 introduces a class of facets involving the interval variables over the vertices of an odd cycle. Finally,
Section 4 describes a class of valid inequalities based on the interaction between a 4-cycle and a clique, and we show that
these inequalities are facet-inducing in the uniform case d = 1 and g = 0. Section 5 closes the paper with some concluding
remarks. The results in this paper were first presented in [11].
2. Cycle-order inequalities
In this sectionwe explore the standard valid inequalities involving the ordering variables along cycles in the interference
graph.
Definition 2 (Cycle-Order Inequalities). Let C = (1, . . . , k) be a k-cycle in G. The following inequality is the cycle-order
inequality associated with C:
x12 + x23 + · · · + xk−1,k + xk1 ≤ k− 1. (8)
Note that the 3-order cycle inequalities xij+ xjk+ xki ≤ 2 introduced in [13] are a special kind of cycle-order inequalities.
It is not difficult to verify that cycle-order inequalities are valid for P(G, d, s, g), since they are valid for the linear ordering
polytope [6] and every partial ordering given by the ordering variables can be extended to a linear ordering.
However, these inequalities are facet-defining for the linear ordering polytope only if k = 3, due to the equality
constraints xij+xji = 1 [6]. Since some of the simplest instances of chromatic scheduling polytopes are affinely isomorphic to
the linear ordering polytope [12],we cannot expect the cycle-order inequalities to be facet-defining for chromatic scheduling
polytopes in general. This section shows that the cycle-order inequalities are facet-defining if and only if C is a chordless
cycle, provided the frequency spectrum [0, s] is large enough. These results do not depend on the parity of the number of
nodes of C .
If C = (1, . . . , k) ⊆ V is a cycle, we define ν(C) = #{i ∈ C : i and i + 1 belong to different sectors} (additions
and subtractions to indices of nodes in C must be understood modulo k throughout this section). We denote by E(C) =
{ij ∈ E : i ∈ C and j ∈ C} the set of edges with both endpoints in C , and we define EC ⊆ E(C) to be the set of edges
between consecutive nodes in C . A chord of C is an edge ij ∈ E such that the nodes i and j are not consecutive in the cycle,
i.e., ij ∈ E(C)\EC .Wedenote byG\C the graphobtained fromGbydeleting the nodes inC . Finally,wedefine dmax = maxi∈V di
to be the maximum customer demand.
Theorem 1. Let C = (1, . . . , k) be a cycle of G, and assume s ≥ smin(G\C, d, g)+d(C)+g(ν(C)+2)+2dmax. The cycle-order
inequality (8) defines a facet of P(G, d, s, g) if and only if C contains no chords.
Proof. Assume first C is a chordless cycle. Let F be the face of P(G, d, s, g) defined by (8), and suppose λTz = λ0 for every
z ∈ F .
Claim 1: λli = λri = 0 for i ∈ V . Consider the feasible solution z1 ∈ F depicted in Fig. 2(a), where the intervals
{I(k)}k∈C are assigned within the interval [0, d(C) + ν(C)] and z1ri − z1li > di. This construction is feasible since
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Fig. 2. Constructions for the proof of Theorem 1.
s > smin(G \ C, d, g) + d(C) + g(ν(C) + 2). Let z2 ∈ F be obtained from z1 by z2ri = z1ri − 1 and keeping the remaining
variables unchanged. Since both points belong to F , we have λTz1 = λ0 = λTz2, implying λri = 0. A similar construction
shows λli = 0. 
Claim 2: λxi,i+1 = λx12 for i, i + 1 ∈ EC . Consider the feasible solutions z1 and z2 depicted in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively.
Both points belong to F , hence λTz1 = λ0 = λTz2 and thus λxi,i+1 = λxi−1,i . Since i ∈ C is an arbitrary node of C , we conclude
that λxi,i+1 = λx12 for every i ∈ C . 
Claim 3: λxij = 0 for ij 6∈ E(C). The feasible solutions presented in Fig. 2(c) and (d) show that λxij = 0. 
Claim 4: λxij = 0 if i ∈ C and j 6∈ C . To prove this claim, consider the feasible solutions depicted in Fig. 2(e) and (f). Both
points belong to F , hence λxij = 0. 
This sequence of claims shows that λmust be a multiple of the coefficient vector of the inequality (8), hence F is a facet
of P(G, d, s, g).
AssumenowC has a chord ij ∈ E(C)\EC , with i < j (i.e., 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k and j 6= i+1). Since s ≥ smin(G, d, s, g)+2(dmax+g),
then P(G, d, s, g) is full-dimensional [13]. Consider an arbitrary point z ∈ P(G, d, s, g) ∩ Z2n+m satisfying (8) at equality,
implying that all variables zx12 , . . . , zxk1 but one are set to 1. Let t ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that zxt,t+1 = 0. Therefore, the intervals
corresponding to the nodes in C are assigned in the order t + 1, t + 2, . . . , k, 1, 2, . . . , t . Let P = (i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1, j)
denote a path from i to j in C and let EP be the set of edges between consecutive nodes in P . We shall show that z satisfies
zxij =
∑
e∈EP
zxe − (j− i− 1). (9)
Case 1: zxij = 1. If zxij = 1, then the interval I(i) is located before the interval I(j). But this means that I(p) is located before
I(p+ 1), for p = i, . . . , j− 1, implying zxe = 1 for every edge e in the path P . We obtain
∑
e∈EP zxe = j− i, hence z satisfies
(9). 
Case 2: zxij = 0. If zxij = 0, then the interval I(j) is located before the interval I(i), so we have zxi,i+1 = · · · = zxt−1,t = 1,
zxt,t+1 = 0 and zxt+1,t+2 = · · · = zxj−1,j = 1. Summing these variables we obtain
∑
e∈EP zxe = j − i − 1 and (9) is satisfied.
Therefore, the point z satisfies (8) and (9) at equality, and it is not difficult to check that these equations are linearly
independent. Since P(G, d, s, g) is full-dimensional, then (8) does not define a facet of this polytope. 
We now address the complexity of the separation problem for the cycle-order inequalities. We show that this problem is
solvable in polynomial time, by providing a number of reductions to theminimummean cycle problem [1,10]. The latter takes
as input a directed graph D with edge costs c : ED → R and consists in finding a directed cycle C such that 1|C |
∑
ij∈E(C) cij
is minimum among all directed cycles in D. Such a cycle is called a minimum mean cycle of D. The minimum mean cycle
problem arises as a special case of the minimum cost-to-time ratio problem [1] and can be solved in O(nm) time [8,9].
Theorem 2. The cycle-order inequalities can be separated in O(nm2) time.
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Fig. 3. Construction of D from G, with i = 1 and j = 2.
Proof. Let i ∈ V and j ∈ V be two adjacent nodes in the interference graph, and construct a digraphD = (V , ED) by replacing
every (nondirected) edge of G by two directed edges with the same endpoints and opposite directions. The only exception
is the edge ij, which is transformed into only one directed edge in D:
ED = {kl, lk : kl ∈ E and {k, l} 6= {i, j}} ∪ {ij}.
Fig. 3 shows this construction. Define the edge costs c : ED → R to be the negated values of the ordering variables in z,
according to the orientation of the corresponding directed edge (again, the edge ij is an exception):
ce =
{−(1+ zxe) if ij = e−zxe otherwise.
We claim that the point z ∈ PLP(G, d, s, g) violates a cycle-order inequality such that the associated cycle contains the
edge ij if and only if the digraph D has a directed cycle C such that 1|C |
∑
e∈EC ce < −1.
If. Let C be a directed cycle with 1|C |
∑
e∈EC ce < −1 and call k = |C |. Such a cycle contains the edge ij, since otherwise
ce ≥ −1 for every edge e ∈ EC , implying 1k
∑
e∈EC ce ≥ −1. Since ij ∈ EC , we have k < −
∑
e∈EC ce = 1 +
∑
e∈EC zxe , hence
the cycle-order inequality associated with C is violated by the point z.
Only if. Let C ⊆ V be a directed k-cycle such that ij ∈ EC and∑e∈EC zxe > k− 1. By the construction of D, it is not difficult
to verify that C is a cycle with mean strictly less than−1:∑
e∈EC
ce
k
= 1
k
(
cij +
∑
e∈EC \{ij}
ce
)
= −1
k
(
1+ zxij +
∑
e∈EC \{ij}
zxe
)
= −1
k
(
1+
∑
e∈EC
zxe
)
< −1
k
(1+ (k− 1)) = −1.
For each pair of adjacent nodes i, j ∈ V , apply the preceding procedure twice to decide whether some cycle-order
inequality containing ij resp. ji violates the point z. The overall running time of this algorithm is clearly O(nm2). 
3. Odd hole inequalities
The cycle-order inequalities introduced in Section 2 involve the ordering variables over a cycle in the interference
graph. In this section, we present a class of valid inequalities involving the interval bounds over a cycle, in this case
of odd cardinality. The integer solutions in the faces of P(G, d, s, 0) defined by these inequalities have a very particular
combinatorial structure that can be exploited in order to explore their facetness properties. This is an important task for the
practical solution of the bandwidth allocation problem in PMP-systems, sincemany instances arising from practical settings
have interference graphs with odd holes of large length [2], some of them even being critical substructures for determining
the minimal span of a feasible solution.
Definition 3 (Odd Hole Inequalities). Let C = (1, . . . , 2k+ 1) be an induced odd cycle, called an odd hole, of the interference
graph. We define
2k+1∑
i=1
li ≥ k+ 2 (10)
to be the odd hole inequality associated with C .
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Proposition 1. The odd hole inequalities are valid for P(G, d, s, g).
Proof. Let z ∈ P(G, d, s, g) ∩ Z2n+m be a feasible solution. Since C is a nonbipartite graph, we have zli ≥ 2 for at least one
node i ∈ C (otherwise we would be able to assign all the intervals I(j), with j ∈ C , within the frequency spectrum [0, 2], a
contradiction). Assume w.l.o.g. zl2k+1 ≥ 2. For t = 1, . . . , k, the inequality zl2t + zl2t−1 ≥ 1 holds, since 2t and 2t − 1 are
adjacent nodes. Summing up these inequalities, we obtain
∑2k
i=1 zli ≥ k. Combining this last inequality with zl2k+1 ≥ 2 we
get
∑2k+1
i=1 zli ≥ k+ 2, hence z satisfies the odd hole inequality (10) associated with C . 
We now study the faces of P(G, 1, s, 0) induced by the odd hole inequalities. Note that although this is the setting of the
usual coloring problem, the odd hole inequality (10) is not related to the odd-hole-based facet-inducing inequalities for the
representatives formulation of the vertex coloring problem [3], since the meaning of the variables is different in this context.
The feasible solutions in these faces must satisfy
∑
i∈C li = k+ 2. This implies that k nodes from C are assigned the interval[0, 1], and k distinct nodes are assigned intervals starting at channel 1. In order to maintain feasibility, the remaining node
must be assigned an interval starting at channel 2 (see Fig. 4 for some examples).
Definition 4. Given a linear ordering S = (i1, . . . , in) of V , the greedy solution associated with S is the feasible solution
constructed by the following procedure:
For j = 1, . . . , n do:
Set I(ij) = [tj, tj + dij ], where tj is the minimum feasible channel for the interval I(ij), according to the
previous assignments.
End (for)
For example, Fig. 4(c) and (d) show two such solutions for odd cycles, associatedwith the sequences (i+2, i+3, . . . , i+1)
and (i− 1, i− 2, . . . , i), respectively (operations among indices must be understood modulo n).
A circulant matrix is a square matrix whose rows are composed of cyclically shifted versions of a vector. If each row
consists of k ones and n− k zeros in cyclically consecutive positions, then the matrix is nonsingular if and only if k and n are
relatively prime.
Theorem 3. Let C2k+1 = (1, . . . , 2k+ 1) be a hole on 2k+ 1 nodes with k ≥ 2, and assume s ≥ 3. The odd hole inequality (10)
associated with C2k+1 induces a facet of P(C2k+1, 1, s, 0) if and only if 2k+ 1 6= 0 (mod 3).
Proof. Assume first 2k+ 1 6= 0(mod 3). Define n = 2k+ 1, and assume λTz = λ0 for every z ∈ P(Cn, 1, s, 0) satisfying the
odd hole inequality (10) at equality. For i = 1, . . . , n, the solutions depicted in Fig. 4(a) and (b) satisfy (10) at equality and
only differ in the ri-variable, hence λri = 0.
For i = 1, . . . , 2k+1, define an ordering of the vertices by Si = (i, i+1, . . . , 2k+1, 1, . . . , i−1) and let yi ∈ P(Cn, 1, s, 0)
be the greedy solution associatedwith this sequence. Define S¯i = (i, i−1, . . . , 1, 2k+1, . . . , i+1) to be the reverse ordering
starting at i, and let y¯i ∈ P(Cn, 1, s, 0) be the associated greedy solution. It is not difficult to verify that these solutions lie in
the face of P(Cn, 1, s, 0) defined by the odd hole inequality (10), hence λTyi+2 = λTy¯i−1.
Note that yi+2 and y¯i−1 only differ in the position of the intervals I(i) and I(i + 1) (see Fig. 4(c) for a picture of yi+2, and
Fig. 4(d) for a picture of y¯i−1), implying
− λli + λli+1 + λxi,i+1 = 0, (11)
for i = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, the solutions yi+1 and y¯i only differ in the position of the intervals I(i) and I(i+ 1) (see Fig. 4(e)
and (f)), hence λTyi+1 = λTy¯i implies
2λli − 2λli+1 = −λxi−1,i + λxi,i+1 − λxi+1,i+2 , (12)
for i = 1, . . . , n. The Eqs. (11) and (12), for i = 1, . . . , n, define a system of linear equations Dnλl,x = 0 (see Fig. 5 for an
example with n = 7), where λl,x denotes the projection of λ onto the l- and the x-variables. For i = 1, . . . , n in sequence,
add two times the i-th row of Dn to the (n + i)-th row of Dn, and denote by D′nλl,x = 0 the resulting system. The lower left
n × n submatrix of D′n is the null matrix. On the other hand, the lower right n × n submatrix is a circulant matrix with 3
consecutive ones and n − 3 consecutive zeros in each row and, therefore, it is nonsingular if and only if n 6= 0(mod 3).
If n 6= 0(mod 3), we obtain λx = 0 and λli = λ1 for every i = 1, . . . , n, and we conclude that (10) induces a facet of
P(Cn, 1, s, 0).
Assume now 2k+1 = 3t for some t ∈ Z+ and let y ∈ P(Cn, 1, s, 0)∩Z2n+m be an integer feasible solution satisfying (10)
at equality. Let p ∈ Cn be the only node such that ylp = 2. Then y = yp+1 if ylp+1 = 0, and y = y¯p−1 if ylp+1 = 1 (operations
between nodes must be understood modulo n). It is not difficult to verify that yp+1 and y¯p−1 satisfy
t∑
i=1
(l3i + x3i,3i+1 − x3i−1,3i) = t + 12 .
Since s ≥ 3, then P(Cn, 1, s, 0) is full-dimensional [13], hence (10) does not define a facet of this polytope. 
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Fig. 4. Constructions for the proof of Theorem 3.
Fig. 5. Matrix D7 from the proof of Theorem 3.
We now turn to arbitrary interference graphs. Let C ⊆ V be an odd hole of G, and suppose w.l.o.g. C = (1, . . . , 2k+ 1).
We say that i 6∈ C is parity nonadjacent to C if i is nonadjacent to a stable set of size k in C . We say that i is parity adjacent to
C otherwise. For i ∈ V , we denote by N(i) = {j ∈ V : ij ∈ E} the set of neighbors of i in G.
Corollary 1. Let C ⊆ V be an odd hole and suppose s ≥ smin(G, 1, 0) + 5. The odd hole inequality associated with C defines a
facet of P(G, 1, s, 0) if and only if |C | 6= 0 (mod 3) and every node i 6∈ C is parity nonadjacent to C.
Proof. Since s ≥ smin(G, 1, 0) + 5, then P(G, 1, s, 0) is full-dimensional [12]. If i 6∈ C is parity adjacent to C , then every
feasible solution satisfying the odd hole inequality at equality has xji = 1 for every j ∈ C ∩ N(i), hence the face defined by
this inequality cannot have the required dimension for being a facet.
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Conversely, suppose that every node i 6∈ C is parity nonadjacent to C , and let λ ∈ R2n+m and λ0 ∈ R such that λTy = λ0
for every y ∈ P(G, 1, s, 0) satisfying (10) at equality. For every feasible solution y ∈ P(C, 1, 3, 0) and every feasible solution
y′ ∈ P(G \ C, 1, s− 3, 0), construct a new solution z(y, y′) ∈ P(G, 1, s, 0) by setting
z(y, y′)li =
{
yli if i ∈ C
y′li + 3 if i 6∈ C,
z(y, y′)ri =
{
yri if i ∈ C
y′ri + 3 if i 6∈ C .
Let Q = conv{z(y, y′) : y ∈ P(G, 1, s, 0) and y′ ∈ P(G \ C, 1, s− 3, 0)} be the convex hull of all the solutions constructed by
this procedure. For any node subset A ⊆ V , define QA to be the projection of Q onto the variables {li, ri}i∈A and {xij}ij∈E(A).
Since s− 3 ≥ smin(G, 1, 0)+ 2, then QV\C is full-dimensional [12], implying λli = λri = 0 for i ∈ V \ C and λxij = 0 for
ij ∈ E(V \C). Furthermore, QC = P(C, 1, 3, 0), so Theorem 3 implies that the projection of λ over the variables {li, ri}i∈C and
{xij}ij∈E(C) is a multiple of the coefficient vector of (10). Hence we conclude λli = 1 for i ∈ C , λri = 0 for i ∈ C , and λxij = 0
for ij ∈ E(C).
To complete the proof, it remains to show λxij = 0 for every ij ∈ E with i 6∈ C and j ∈ C . For every such edge, construct a
feasible solution satisfying the odd hole inequality associatedwith C , such that I(j) = [2, 3] and I(i) = [1, 2]. Such a solution
exists since i is parity nonadjacent to C . This new feasible solution shows λxij = 0, hence λ is a multiple of the coefficient
vector of the odd hole inequality associated with C which, therefore, defines a facet of P(G, 1, s, 0). 
We can devise an odd hole inequality for the nonuniform case d ≥ 1. If C = (1, . . . , 2k+ 1) is an odd hole of G, then
2k+1∑
i=1
li ≥ dmin(C)(k+ 2) (13)
is valid for P(G, d, s, g), where dmin(C) = mini∈C di is the minimum demand among the nodes in C . Note that this inequality
generalizes (10), since dmin(C) = 1 if d = 1. However, this inequality is not facet-inducing for arbitrary instances, since
di < di+1 implies xi,i+1 = 1 for every feasible solution satisfying (13) at equality.
It is not difficult to verify that a superclass of the odd hole inequalities can be separated in polynomial time, provided
li + lj ≥ 1 for every ij ∈ E (if this assumption is not satisfied, we have detected the violated inequality li + lj ≥ 1). Let Codd
be the class of inequalities of the form (10), where C is a (not necessarily induced) odd cycle of G.
Theorem 4. Let z ∈ PLP(G, 1, s, 0) be a fractional solution with zli + zlj ≥ 1 for every ij ∈ E. There exists a polynomial-time
algorithm deciding whether z violates some inequality in the class Codd or not.
Proof. Consider the interference graph G = (V , E) with edge weights c : E → R+ defined as cij = zli + zlj − 1 (note that
cij ≥ 0 by the hypothesis). Under these assumptions, the odd hole inequality (10) is equivalent to
2k+1∑
i=1
ci,i+1 ≥ 3,
where indices are taken modulo 2k + 1. Therefore, there is a violated odd cycle inequality in Codd (i.e., associated with a
not necessarily induced cycle) if and only if there exists an odd hole with weight strictly less than 3. The problem of finding
a minimum odd cycle in an undirected graph with nonnegative edge weights can be polynomially solved by successive
applications of the shortest path algorithm [7]. Hence the odd hole inequalities can be separated in O(m SP(n,m)) time,
where SP(n,m) is the running time of a shortest path algorithm in a graph with n nodes andm edges. 
An equivalent even hole inequality can be stated for even induced cycles in the interference graph, but such inequality is
not facet-inducing in general.
4. 4-cycle+ clique inequalities
The following example presents an interesting inequality originating the results of this section.
Example 1. Consider the interference graph (C4, 1) and suppose s ≥ 4. The following inequality is valid for the polytope
P(C4, 1, s, 0):
2x34 − 2x14 + 1 ≤ l1 + l2. (14)
This inequality can be viewed as a strenghtening of 1 ≤ l1 + l2, which is trivially valid if 12 ∈ E, but does not define a facet
if the edge 12 belongs to a larger clique. It is interesting to analyze the validity of inequality (14). The only nontrivial case is
x34 = 1 and x14 = 0, implying that I(3) is located before I(4), which in turn is located before I(1). In this setting, we have
the two possible situations illustrated by Fig. 6, depending on whether x23 = 0 or x23 = 1. In both cases, the inequality
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Fig. 6. Possible cases for x34 = 1 and x14 = 0.
Fig. 7. Structure for 4-cycle+ clique inequalities.
(14) is satisfied. Furthermore, this inequality defines a facet of the full-dimensional polytope P(C4, 1, 4, 0), implying that it
is facet-defining for all polytopes P(C4, 1, s, 0)with s ≥ 4. It is remarkable that a valid inequality having only this nontrivial
case for validity still defines a facet of full-dimensional polytopes. C
In the remainder of this section we construct a class of valid inequalities containing (14), and we prove that they are
facet-defining if g = 0 and s ≥ smin(G, d, 0)+ O(1)dmax. The construction of these inequalities takes a 4-cycle and replaces
one of its nodes by a clique (see Fig. 7). Recall that dmax stands for themaximumdemand in theweighted interference graph,
and that we employ xji = 1− xij as a notational convenience, for ij ∈ E, i < j.
Definition 5 (4-cycle+ Clique Inequalities). Let i, j, k ∈ V be three nodes such that ij, jk ∈ E and ik 6∈ E. Let K ⊆ N(i)∩N(k)
be a nonempty clique, and fix some node t0 ∈ K (see Fig. 7). We define
li + lj ≥
∑
t∈K
αt(xkt − xit)+ β (15)
to be the 4-cycle + clique inequality associated with this structure, where αt0 = dt0 + dk, αt = dt for t 6= t0, and
β = min{di, dj, dk}.
We now prove that the 4-cycle+ clique inequalities are always valid, and we characterize the uniform instances where
they are facet-defining.
Proposition 2. The 4-cycle+ clique inequalities are valid for P(G, d, s, g).
Proof. Let z ∈ P(G, d, s, g) ∩ Z2n+m be an integer feasible solution, and consider the following cases:
Case 1: zrk ≤ zli . Let A = {t ∈ K : zxkt = 1 and zxit = 0} be the set of nodes from K whose corresponding intervals are
located between I(i) and I(k). By definition, A ∪ {k} is a clique in G, hence the corresponding intervals do not overlap and,
therefore, zli ≥ zlk + dk +
∑
t∈A dt . Moreover, jk ∈ E implies zlj + zlk ≥ min{dj, dk} ≥ β . Adding these two inequalities we
obtain
zli + zlj ≥ dk +
∑
t∈A
dt + β
≥
∑
t∈K
αt(zxkt − zxit )+ β. 
Case 2: zrk > zli . We have zxkt − zxit ≤ 0 for every t ∈ K , hence the inequality (15) is dominated by min{di, dj} ≤ zli + zlj ,
which holds because the intervals I(i) and I(j) do not overlap in any feasible solution. 
In both cases the 4-cycle+ clique inequality (15) is satisfied, so it is valid for P(G, d, s, g). 
Theorem 5. Assume s ≥ smin(G, 1, 0)+ 5. The 4-cycle+ clique inequality (15) defines a facet of P(G, 1, s, 0) if and only if K is
a maximal clique in N(i) ∩ N(k) and N(i) ∩ N(j) ∩ N(k) = ∅.
Proof. Suppose first that K is a maximal clique in N(i) ∩ N(k) and N(i) ∩ N(j) ∩ N(k) = ∅. Let F be the face of P(G, 1, s, 0)
defined by (15). Since s ≥ smin(G, 1, 0) + 2, then P(G, 1, s, 0) is full-dimensional [12]. To prove that F is a facet, we shall
construct 2n+m affinely independent points in F .
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1. Let H be the graph obtained from G by deleting the nodes i, j, and k. Consider any feasible solution z ∈ P(H, 1, s− 2, 0)
and construct a point y(z) ∈ P(G, 1, s, 0) ∩ Z2n+m from z as follows:
y(z)lt =
{zlt + 2 if t 6= i, j, k
1 if t = i, k
0 if t = j,
y(z)rt =
{zrt + 2 if t 6= i, j, k
2 if t = i, k
1 if t = j.
Set furthermore the ordering variables y(z)x accordingly (Fig. 8(a) shows this construction). Note that y(z) is a feasible
solution satisfying (15) at equality. Since s ≥ smin(G, 1, 0) + 5, then the polytope P(H, 1, s − 2, 0) is full-dimensional,
hence there are 2(n− 3)+ (m− |N(i)| − |N(j)| − |N(k)| + 2) affinely independent points in {y(z)}z∈T , where T denotes
the set of feasible solutions of P(H, 1, s− 2, 0).
Notice that these points satisfy the following equations:
xji = 1, (16)
xjk = 1, (17)
xit = 1 for every t ∈ N(i), (18)
xkt = 1 for every t ∈ N(k), (19)
xjt = 1 for every t ∈ N(j), (20)
rt − lt = 1 for t = i, j, k. (21)
For each of these equations in sequence, we now construct a feasible solution in F not satisfying it at equality but satisfying
the remaining ones, thus showing that F is a facet of P(G, 1, s, 0).
2. The feasible solution depicted in Fig. 8(b) satisfies (15) at equality and has xji = 0, thus violating (16). Note that this
solution satisfies conditions (17)–(21).
3. Similarly, the feasible solution in Fig. 8(c) satisfies (15) at equality and has xjk = 0, thus violating (17) and being affinely
independent w.r.t. the previous points. This solution satisfies conditions (18)–(21).
4. We now construct feasible solutions violating condition (18). To this end, consider the following sequence of feasible
solutions:
· Construct first the solution of Fig. 8(d). Note that this construction is feasible since we assume that there are no edges
between the node j and the clique K .
· For every t ∈ K \ {t0}, construct the feasible solution in Fig. 8(e).
· Consider now any t ∈ N(i) ∩ N(k) \ K . Since K is a maximal clique in N(i) ∩ N(k), then there exists some t ′ ∈ K with
tt ′ 6∈ E. If t ′ = t0, construct the feasible solution in Fig. 8(f). If t ′ 6= t0, construct the feasible solution in Fig. 8(g).
· For every t ∈ N(i) \ N(k), construct the feasible solution in Fig. 8(h).
Each of these feasible points satisfies (15) at equality but does not satisfy condition (18), thus being affinely independent
w.r.t. the previous points. Note that conditions (19)–(21) hold for these solutions.
5. For every t ∈ N(k), we now construct a feasible solution in F not satisfying (19). If t 6∈ N(j) consider the solution
depicted in Fig. 8(i), and if t 6∈ N(i) consider Fig. 8(j). Note that t must satisfy one of these conditions, for otherwise
t ∈ N(i) ∩ N(j) ∩ N(k), contradicting the hypothesis. Moreover, these solutions belong to F and violate condition (19),
thus being affinely independent w.r.t. the preceding points. Note that these points satisfy conditions (20) and (21).
6. Now, for each t ∈ N(j) we shall construct a feasible solution with xjt = 0, hence violating (20). If t 6∈ N(k) construct
the solution presented in Fig. 8(k), otherwise consider Fig. 8(l) (in this case we have t 6∈ N(i) by our hypothesis
N(i) ∩ N(j) ∩ N(k) = ∅). These points do not satisfy condition (20) and, therefore, are affinely independent with the
previous points. Moreover, note that these points satisfy (21).
7. To construct a feasible solution y ∈ F with yrt − ylt > dt for t = i, j, k (thus finally violating condition (21)), consider the
points in Fig. 8(a) resp. Fig. 8(b) resp. Fig. 8(c), extending the interval I(i) resp. I(k) resp. I(j) one unit to the right. These
three solutions are obviously affinely independent w.r.t. the previous points.
This way we construct the required number of affinely independent points in the face F of P(G, 1, s, 0) defined by (15).
Thus, this inequality induces a facet of P(G, 1, s, 0).
To prove the converse implication, note that every feasible solution satisfying the 4-cycle + clique inequality (15) at
equality either has lj = 0 or lj = 1, and in the latter case we have li = 0 or lk = 0. Therefore, any such solution has
xit = xjt = xkt = 1 for every t ∈ N(i) ∩ N(j) ∩ N(k). Finally, if K is not a maximal clique in N(i) ∩ N(k), then every solution
satisfying (15) at equality has xit = xkt = 1 for every k ∈ N(i) ∩ N(k) such that K ∪ {t} is a clique. In both cases, the 4-cycle
+ clique inequality (15) does not define a facet of the full-dimensional polytope P(G, 1, s, 0). 
Since any 4-cycle+ clique inequality involves a clique of the interference graph, the separation problem is linked to the
maximum clique problem, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 6. 4-cycle + clique inequalities separation isNP -complete.
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Fig. 8. Feasible points for the proof of Theorem 5.
Proof. It is not difficult to verify that 4-cycle + clique inequalities separation belongs to NP , since we can
nondeterministically generate the 4-cycle {i, j, k, t0} and the clique K , and check in polynomial time whether the 4-cycle
+ clique inequality associated with this structure is violated by z or not. To prove that 4-cycle + clique inequalities
separation is NP -complete, we construct a reduction fromMax-clique to this problem. The latter takes as input a graph
H = (VH , EH) and an integer p ≥ 2, and consists in deciding whether H admits a clique of size p or greater. By the addition
of a suitable number of universal vertices, we may assume w.l.o.g. p ≥ 2+ ω(H)/2.
We construct a new graph G = (VG, EG) by setting VG = VH ∪ {1, 2, 3} and EG = EH ∪ {1t, 3t : t ∈ VH} ∪ {12, 23}. Define
the feasible solution z = (l, r, x) ∈ PLP(G, 1, p + 2, 0) by l1 = p + 1, l2 = 1, l3 = 0, and lt = p for every t ∈ VH . Also set
x32 = x21 = x3t = xt1 = 1 for every t ∈ VH and xlt = 1/2 for every lt ∈ EH (see Fig. 9). It is not difficult to verify that z
satisfies the constraints (1)–(5), hence z ∈ PLP(G, 1, p+ 2, 0). To conclude the proof, we show that z violates some 4-cycle
+ clique inequality if and only if H contains a clique of size p or larger.
Assume first z violates the 4-cycle + clique inequality (15) associated with the 4-cycle {i, j, k, t0} and the clique K ⊆
N(i) ∩ N(k).
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Fig. 9. Feasible solution for the proof of Theorem 6.
Claim: i 6∈ VH . If i ∈ VH , then we can bound the summation over K in the inequality (15) by the following estimation:∑
t∈K
αt(xkt − xit) ≤
∑
t∈K\{3}
αt(xkt − xit︸︷︷︸
≥1/2
)+ α3( xk3︸︷︷︸
=0
− xi3︸︷︷︸
=0
) ≤ |K | + 1
2
.
Hence the RHS of the inequality (15) is at most |K |+32 . Since i ∈ VH , the LHS of (15) is at least li = p, implying that (15) is
satisfied, a contradiction. 
Claim: k 6∈ VH . Assume k ∈ VH . Since the node 2 is nonadjacent to every node in VH , then {i, j} = {2, 3} only if K = {1}. If
K = {1}, then i = 2 and j = 3, hence the RHS of (15) equals 1, a contradiction. We have, therefore, j ∈ VH ∪ {1} or i = 1 (or
both). Again, we can bound the summation over K in the inequality (15) by the following estimation:∑
t∈K
αt(xkt − xit) ≤
∑
t∈K\{1}
αt( xkt︸︷︷︸
≤1/2
−xit)+ α1( xk1︸︷︷︸
=1
− xi1︸︷︷︸
=1
) ≤ |K | + 1
2
.
Again, the RHS of the inequality (15) is at most |K |+32 . Since j ∈ VH ∪ {1} or i = 1, then the LHS of (15) is at least p and,
therefore, (15) is satisfied, a contradiction. 
Claim: i = 1, j = 2, and k = 3. It is not the case that i = 2, since i = 2 implies k ∈ VH . Moreover, if i = 3 then∑
t∈K
αt( xkt︸︷︷︸
≤1
− xit︸︷︷︸
=1
) ≤ 0
and, therefore, the RHS of (15) is at most 1, a contradiction.We conclude that i = 1 and, since k 6∈ VH , we have k = 3. Finally,
if j ∈ VH then K = {2} and the inequality (15) is trivially satisfied. 
Since i = 1, j = 2, and k = 3, we have that K ⊆ VH . In this setting, the violated inequality (15) reads
p+ 2 = l1 + l2 <
∑
t∈K
αt( x3t︸︷︷︸
=1
− x1t︸︷︷︸
=0
)+ 1 = |K | + 2, (22)
hence |K | > p.
Assume now K ⊆ VH is a clique in H with |K | > p. By setting i = 1, j = 2, and k = 3, we obtain (22), implying that the
point z violates the 4-cycle+ clique inequality defined by the nodes i, j, and k, and the clique K . 
Since the separation problem for the 4-cycle+ clique inequalities isNP -complete, a practical cutting-plane procedure
for the bandwidth allocation problem in PMP-systems should resort to a separation heuristic for this class of valid
inequalities. A simple O(n2m) separation heuristic can be obtained by considering every induced 3-path (i, j, k) in G, and
greedily constructing the clique K ⊆ N(i)∩N(k) by iteratively inserting into K the vertex t ∈ [N(i)∩N(k)] \ K maximizing
αt(xkt − xit).
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we explored three new classes of facet-defining inequalities of chromatic scheduling polytopes based
on cycles in the interference graph. As pointed out in [13], chromatic scheduling polytopes admit a special symmetry,
implying that every (facet-inducing) valid inequality admits a symmetric (facet-inducing) valid inequality, the supporting
hyperplanes of both inequalities being parallel. For instance, the bounds 0 ≤ li and ri ≤ s are a pair of symmetric inequalities
of this polytope. As a consequence, we obtain the following symmetric inequalities.
Symmetric cycle-order inequalities. The symmetric inequality of the cycle-order inequality (8) is given by
1 ≤ x12 + x23 + · · · + xk−1,k + xk1.
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It is worth noting that this symmetric inequality gives the opposite lower bound on the ordering variables along the cycle.
This new inequality is facet-defining for s ≥ smin(G \ C, d, g) + d(C) + g(ν(C) + 2) + 2dmax if and only if C is a chordless
cycle.
Symmetric odd hole inequalities. If C = (1, . . . , 2k+ 1) is an odd hole of G, then the symmetric odd hole inequality is
2k+1∑
i=1
ri ≥ s− (k+ 2), (23)
which is valid for P(G, 1, s, 0), and admits the same facetness properties as the odd hole inequality (10).
Symmetric 4-cycle + clique inequalities. Under the same setting as in Definition 5, the following symmetric 4-cycle +
clique inequality
ri + rj ≤ s−
∑
t∈K
αt(xtk − xti)− β (24)
is valid for P(G, d, s, g), and defines a facet of P(G, 1, s, 0) if s ≥ smin(G, 1, 0) + 4 and the nodes i, j, and k do not have any
common neighbor.
It is worth noting that all these inequality classes remain valid (facet-defining) for a special case of the bandwidth
allocation problem in PMP-systems, namely the case where each customer receives an interval I(i) = [li, ri] which has
precisely the length of its demand, i.e., ri − li = di. This case is in practice easier to solve and the solution space has lower
dimension since the right interval bounds can be dropped for representing solutions. Thus, only the l- and x-variables are
required, and every solution vector has only n+m entries instead of the 2n+m entries in the general case.
We define the fixed-length chromatic scheduling polytope R(G, d, s, g) ⊆ Rn+m to be the convex hull of all feasible solutions
(l, x) ∈ Zn+m such that there exists some r ∈ Rn satisfying r = l+d and constraints (1)–(7). The separation procedures for the
studied inequality classes work for their symmetric inequalities and for both the general P(G, d, s, g) and the fixed-length
R(G, d, s, g) polytopes.
To assess the impact of the new inequality classes, we plan to
• perform volume computations comparing the polytopes PLP(G, d, s, g) and PLP + C(G, d, s, g) for the studied classes C
of valid inequalities,
• test the performance of the inequalities within a branch&cut environment,
in order to study the contribution of these results to the practical solution of the bandwidth allocation problem in PMP-
systems.We plan to report about the results of these experiments and the impact of other inequality classes for P(G, d, s, g)
introduced in [11,14] in a forthcoming manuscript.
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